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ABSTRACT Fungal pathogens kill more people per year globally than malaria or tuber-
culosis and threaten international food security through crop destruction. New sophisti-
cated strategies to inhibit fungal growth are thus urgently needed. Among the potential
candidate molecules that strongly inhibit fungal spore germination are small cationic,
cysteine-stabilized proteins of the AFP family secreted by a group of filamentous Asco-
mycetes. Its founding member, AFP from Aspergillus giganteus, is of particular interest
since it selectively inhibits the growth of filamentous fungi without affecting the viability
of mammalian, plant, or bacterial cells. AFPs are also characterized by their high efficacy
and stability. Thus, AFP can serve as a lead compound for the development of novel an-
tifungals. Notably, all members of the AFP family comprise a -core motif which is con-
served in all antimicrobial proteins from pro- and eukaryotes and known to interfere
with the integrity of cytoplasmic plasma membranes. In this study, we used classical
molecular dynamics simulations combined with wet laboratory experiments and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to characterize the structure and dynamical be-
havior of AFP isomers in solution and their interaction with fungal model membranes.
We demonstrate that the -core motif of structurally conserved AFP is the key for its
membrane interaction, thus verifying for the first time that the conserved -core motif
of antimicrobial proteins is directly involved in protein-membrane interactions. Further-
more, molecular dynamic simulations suggested that AFP does not destroy the fungal
membrane by pore formation but covers its surface in a well-defined manner, using a
multistep mechanism to destroy the membranes integrity.
IMPORTANCE Fungal pathogens pose a serious danger to human welfare since they
kill more people per year than malaria or tuberculosis and are responsible for crop
losses worldwide. The treatment of fungal infections is becoming more complicated
as fungi develop resistances against commonly used fungicides. Therefore, discovery
and development of novel antifungal agents are of utmost importance.
KEYWORDS AFP, antifungal peptides, fungi, membranes, modeling, molecular
dynamics, nuclear magnetic resonance
The small antifungal protein (AFP) from Aspergillus giganteus possesses high poten-tial for fighting pathogenic fungi. It selectively kills human- and plant-pathogenic
fungi without affecting mammals or plants. However, before deploying AFP as thera-
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peutic agent, it is crucial to understand its mechanism of action. In our work, we used
computer simulations and experiments to investigate the structure and dynamics of
AFPs. By simulating AFP’s interaction with fungal membranes, we suggest that AFP
does not destroy the fungal membrane by pore formation but covers it, forming a
“carpet,” and destroys fungal pathogens via a multistep procedure.
Filamentous fungi are of great importance for human welfare. On the one hand,
fungal pathogens threaten international food security through crop destruction, are a
significant cause of global human morbidity and mortality, and cause ecosystem-level
changes to the biosphere. On the other hand, filamentous fungi are a source of
high-value products in the biotechnology industry, including antibiotics and therapeu-
tics (1–3). A fundamental process underlying infection is germination of dormant
spores. For pathogens, this constitutes a critical phase of disease initiation and host-
pathogen interactions that is of crucial importance for infection outcome. Another
emerging problem is the evolution of resistant strains due to an overuse of fungicides
during recent decades (1, 4, 5). Therefore, the search for new antifungals which
selectively inhibit spore germination of fungal pathogens without affecting human and
environment is of utmost importance. Remarkably, fungi also represent a rich but thus
far untapped resource for developing novel antifungals. Here, antifungal proteins of the
AFP family are of special interest. They are small (6 kDa), highly stable due to
intramolecular disulfide bond formation, exhibit predominant -sheet structure, adopt
an amphipathic three-dimensional (3D) structure with a net cationic charge, and inhibit
spore germination via disruption of fungal membrane integrity (of other fungi) without
affecting plant or mammalian cell systems (6, 7).
AFP of Aspergillus giganteus is the founder molecule of the AFP family, which
consists of more than 50 members (8). The mature protein, which can be found in large
amounts in the culture supernatant of A. giganteus, consists of 51 canonical amino acids
forming a – barrel as resolved by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis in 1995
(Fig 1A) (9). The five  strands are arranged in two sheets as illustrated in Fig 1B. The
premature and thus inactive AFP is 94 amino acids (aa) long and becomes proteolyti-
cally trimmed during its passage through the secretory machinery of A. giganteus into
the culture supernatant, whereby the secretion leader and an N-terminal prosequence
become cut off (10, 11). The sequence of the mature protein contains nine lysines, six
tyrosines, and eight cysteines which stabilize the fold by four intramolecular disulfide
bonds. The identity of the exact disulfide pairing remains elusive, however, and an
isomorphism has been proposed. On the basis of the NMR data obtained in 1995, AFP
is thought to adopt four conformations denoted A, B, C, and X (9) (Fig 1C). In this NMR
structure, two regions, a cationic loop region (K9, K10, and K32) and a hydrophobic
region (Y29, V30, Y45, and Y50), are exposed to the protein surface and have been
suggested to be important for intermolecular interactions and recognition. Most im-
portantly, AFP harbors a well-conserved GXC(X3-9)C -core motif (residues 5 to 14,
GKCYKKDNIC; dextromeric isoform) at its N terminus which is part of the cationic loop
and conserved across all disulfide bond-stabilized antimicrobial peptides (12). The
-core motif was recently discovered to be a unifying structural signature present in all
cysteine-stabilized antimicrobial peptides of bacterial, fungal, plant, vertebrate, and
invertebrate origins (12). It is a conserved three-dimensional structural form existing in
three different isoforms, all of which are characterized by two antiparallel -sheets with
an interposed short turn region. Intriguingly, the -core motif is present not only in
antimicrobial peptides but also in other host defense polypeptides that share mem-
brane interaction as a common mechanism (12, 13). Interestingly, AFP contains a
second -core motif C-GXC (residues 40 to 49, levomeric isoform 2) at its C terminus. In
several studies, the importance of the -core motif for antifungal activity of plant
defensins was investigated (summarized by Lacerda et al. [14]). Although it was found
that the presence or absence of positively charged hydrophobic or neutral amino acids
in the -core motif determines the antifungal activity, explanations of how this motif
mediates the supposed membrane-protein interaction at the molecular level have been
elusive.
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AFP has been reported to localize at the cell wall and plasma membrane of sensitive
filamentous fungi, where it provokes membrane stretching and permeabilization (15)
by eventually promoting aggregation of acidic phospholipid vesicles (16). It is further-
more able to bind to chitin and inhibits chitin synthesis in AFP-sensitive filamentous
fungi via inhibition of chitin synthase activity (17). Notably, high concentrations of
cations inhibit the antifungal activity of the protein (18). In collapsed and dead cells,
AFP can also be found intracellularly (15). Still, the (dynamic) mechanisms underlying
these observations remain elusive.
In this study, we thus aimed to obtain first insights into the mode of action of AFP
at the molecular level by combining computational approaches with wet laboratory
experiments. We investigated the predicted A, B, C, and X AFP isoforms by simulating
the effect of alterations in the disulfide bridge pairing on the structure of AFP using MD
FIG 1 Structure of AFP. The -barrel structure of AFP (A) and schematic views of the secondary structure
(B) and proposed disulfide bridge pattern (C) are shown.
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simulations. This approach was complemented with high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) and NMR spectroscopy and bioactivity assays of AFP to determine its
growth-inhibitory effect on filamentous fungi. In addition to conventional molecular
dynamics (cMD) simulations, Gaussian accelerated molecular dynamics (GaMD) simu-
lations (19) were used to model the interaction of AFP with fungal membranes in silico
beyond the time scales reachable with cMD (19–23).
RESULTS
Modeling of AFP in solution. The NMR structure of the mature 51 aa-long AFP of
A. giganteus (PDB: 1AFP) (9) served as the template for generating an initial protein
model. In order to investigate the configurational isomerism in the sulfur bridging
proposed earlier (9), the four A, B, C, and X models were generated with different sulfur
pairings (Fig 1C). All residues were protonated at pH 7.0, and the termini were modeled
as charged. This setup led to a total net charge of 9 e for a single AFP molecule.
Alternations in the sulfur pairing affect the secondary structure and the overall
folding of AFP only slightly (Fig. 2). During 300-ns-long cMD simulations, all isoforms
conserved the -barrel shape observed in the NMR structure. However, isomer A
showed the lowest deviation with respect to the NMR geometry and the highest
structural stability as reflected by the analysis of root-mean-square deviations (RMSD)
and fluctuations (RMSF) of the C atoms (Fig. 3) as well as by secondary structure
evolution plots (Fig. 2). In particular, the structural differences between the four isomers
were ascribed to the increased flexibility of the protein backbone at loop regions and
the terminal ends. While the -barrel folds remained practically intact, the degree of
fluctuation of the loops was strongly dependent on the sulfur pairing pattern (see
below).
Isomer A was the most rigid and stayed very close to the proposed favored NMR
structure, with a RMSD of less than 1.4 Å (Table 1), since it harbors three (of a maximum
of four) cross-links between the -strands (Fig 1B). Isomers B, C, and X (characterized by
only one cross-link between the -strands) exhibited larger overall distortions in
different regions of AFP as indicated by their RMSF values. In particular, isomers B and
X, lacking the C26-C49 bridge which connects strands 3 and 5, showed stronger
fluctuations in the hydrophobic loop 1 (A18 to T23) located between strands 2 and 3.
In isomer C, where the preserved C7-C33 bridge between strands 1 and 3 is missing,
high levels of fluctuations in the adjacent loop 2 (C28 to K32 and R35 to A38) were
observed. In addition, the largest structural distortions in model X emerged at the
terminal ends.
FIG 2 AFP isomers in aqueous solution. The conformational spaces spanned by AFP isomers A, B, C, and X and corresponding secondary evolution plots as
predicted by cMD simulations (gray) are shown. Equilibrated structures and dipole moments (red arrow) resulting from the first 300-ns-long MD are highlighted
in color. Secondary structure evolution plots from trajectory 1 follow the following color code: yellow for -sheet region, pink for -helix region, blue for 3–10
helix region, green for turn region, and white for coil region.
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This analysis suggests that model A represents the most likely secondary structure
conformation adopted by AFP in aqueous solution. Interestingly, the structure of the
N-terminal -core motif which partially includes strand 1 and turn 1 was affected by
sulfur pairing patterns only marginally, with RMSF values below 1.5 Å, and remained
very close to the NMR structure in all models.
In addition to the structural integrity, the electrostatic properties of AFP play an
important role in intermolecular contact and recognition. Accordingly, the strength and
direction of the dipole moment are good measures for estimating electrostatically
driven interactions. During the simulations in aqueous solution, the direction of the
dipole moment stayed nearly constant in all models as depicted in Fig. 2. However, the
strength of the dipole moment depends on the sulfur pairing pattern (Table 1) as a
result of the distinct structural flexibility of the loops and terminal regions of the four
isomers. The strongest average dipole moment was found for isomer C (144 debye),
with the highest RMSF values at the C termini (Fig. 3), while model B showed the
weakest average dipole moment (83 debye). In conclusion, we expect that all four
isomers will form similar electrostatically driven contacts with potential interaction
partners. However, changes in the dipole moment strength might determine the
strength and kinetics of these interactions.
FIG 3 Root mean square fluctuation (rmsf) of the C atoms in all four isoforms (A, black; B, red; C, blue;
X, cyan) in solution averaged over three 300-ns-long cMD trajectories. The five -strands are highlighted
in gray. The -core is marked with a yellow box.
TABLE 1 Mean RMSD values (Å) of the protein backbone and dipole moment strengths
(debye) of the four AFP isomers computed for three independent 300-ns-long cMD
trajectories (standard deviations are given in parentheses)
Model Trajectory 1 Trajectory 2 Trajectory 3 Mean
RMSD
A 0.91 (0.15) 1.43 (0.30) 1.35 (0.45) 1.23 (0.40)
B 1.76 (0.23) 2.86 (0.25) 1.75 (0.28) 2.12 (0.58)
C 3.09 (0.87) 2.59 (0.65) 2.22 (0.63) 2.63 (0.81)
X 2.03 (0.49) 2.65 (0.49) 2.17 (0.55) 2.28 (0.58)
Dipole moment
A 92 (23) 107 (33) 127 (26) 109 (31)
B 78 (23) 87 (28) 84 (30) 83 (27)
C 133 (34) 153 (34) 145 (37) 144 (36)
X 105 (34) 132 (41) 91 (31) 109 (39)
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Isolation of AFP isomers by reversed-phase HPLC. Reversed-phase-HPLC was
used to separate AFP isomers, if any, from the culture supernatant. Accordingly, two
stable AFP variants were identified and named AFP1 and AFP2 (Fig 4A). Both AFP
variants were analyzed by NMR spectroscopy, with the results corroborating their
monomeric state and suggesting that they differ by only minor structural variations
(Fig 4B). Interestingly, bioactivity assays showed that the AFP1 variant exhibits antifun-
gal activity against A. niger that is more than 4 times higher than that exhibited by AFP2
(Fig 4C). The differences between AFP1 and AFP2, however, did not result from different
disulfide bridge pairings but from modifications in the amino acid sequence. Mass
spectroscopy (MS) analysis disclosed that the less-active form, AFP2, lacks the first
N-terminal residue (alanine) of the mature protein. This is the first time that a truncated
AFP variant has been observed and might suggest that proteolytic maturation of AFP
during its passage through the secretory pathway of A. giganteus could be error-prone.
AFP-membrane interaction. Fungal membranes differ from other eukaryotic mem-
branes by an increased fraction of sphingolipids (20% to 30%) (24) and ergosterol (25).
Furthermore, membranes of filamentous fungi contain special acidic glycosylphos-
phatidylinositols (GPIs), namely, glycoinositol phosphoryl ceramides (GIPCs), which are
not synthesized in mammalian cells (26). Details of the composition of the complete in
silico-constructed bilayer membrane are given in Table 2. Overall, the bilayer was highly
anionic and carried a negative net charge of 148 e.
In order to model the interaction between AFP and fungal membranes, four AFP
molecules (denoted I, II, III, and, IV) were placed in aqueous solution at a distance of
about 15 Å above the membrane surface (Fig. 5). Such a setup, on the one hand, allows
investigation of interpeptide interactions which may eventually lead to aggregation
and, on the other hand, improves the statistical analysis by sampling the conforma-
tional space of individual molecules and their interactions with the membrane. All four
FIG 4 Comparison of AFP variants in HPLC assay, NMR spectroscopy, and bioactivity assay. (A) AFP isolated by
cation exchange chromatography eluted in two fractions (black) denoted AFP1 and AFP2. (B) Reinjection of the
fractions resulting in lead chromatograms of AFP1 (blue) and AFP2 (red). Both AFP variants were analyzed by NMR
spectroscopy. 1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC results of experiments exploiting the natural abundance of 15N-atoms were
recorded and are presented as overlaid data, with AFP1 marked black and AFP2 marked red. (C and D) AFP1 (C)
and AFP2 (D) showed different inhibitory efficacies on the fungal test organism A. niger.
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AFP molecules were configured according to sulfur-pairing model A, which showed the
highest stability in the protein-solvent simulations (see above) and the best agreement
with the NMR structure. The resulting negative charge of the protein-membrane system
was neutralized by adding sodium counterions to the aqueous TIP3P (27) solution.
Both simulation techniques (cMD and GaMD) resulted in conserved protein second-
ary structures at the membrane interface as observed for AFP in solution (Fig. 6). The
average RMSD values determined for the protein backbone were slightly higher than in
solution but did not exceed 3 Å.
All four AFP molecules strongly attached to the membrane surface without pene-
trating the hydrophobic core of the bilayer. Examples are shown in Fig. 7. The
adsorption was mainly driven by electrostatic attraction between the positively
charged protein and the acidic membrane surface containing GIPC and phosphatidyl-
glycerol (PG) lipids. The sugar and phosphate groups of GIPCs played a crucial role in
the attachment of AFP on the hydrophilic membrane surface. Due to their size, GIPC
lipids emerge from the membrane into the aqueous solution and, consequently, form
hydrogen bonds and salt bridges with AFP.
After the initial attachment and subsequent reorientation of the peptides on the
membrane surface, all AFP molecules in GaMD and two of four AFPs in cMD simulations
adopted configuration -conf1- (Fig 7A), which was mostly maintained during the course
of the simulations. In this configuration, the dipole moments of the individual AFP
molecules were aligned to the strong electric field of the membrane and pointed
toward the bilayer. The orientation of the dipole moment within the structure of AFP
did not significantly change in comparison to simulations performed in aqueous
solution. Its strength, however, nearly doubled under the influence of the electric field
TABLE 2 Composition of the lipid model membrane (24)
Lipid(s) Abbreviation Total (per leaflet) Charge/lipid
Acidic glycosphingolipids GIPC 92 (46) 1
Ergosterol Ergosterol 132 (66) 0
Saturated phospholipids
Phosphatidylcholine DPPC (16:0) 28 (14) 0
Phosphatidylethanolamine DPPE (16:0) 28 (14) 0
Phosphatidylglycerol DPPG (16:0) 28 (14) 1
Unsaturated phospholipids
Phosphatidylcholine DUPC (18:2) 28 (14) 0
Phosphatidylethanolamine SLPE (18:2) 28 (14) 0
Phosphatidylglycerol SLPG (18:2) 28 (14) 1
FIG 5 Initial configuration of AFP on a fungal model membrane. Four AFP molecules were placed in
aqueous solution at a distance of approximately 15 Å from the fungal membrane surface.
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of the bilayer. Notably, the dipole moment strength and its fluctuation in the GaMD
simulation were on average slightly increased compared to the cMD simulation data
(Table 3).
In the GaMD simulation, lysine residues of strand 1 (K6) of the N-terminal dextro-
meric -core motif and 2 (K15 and K17) which are spatially adjacent to the -core
FIG 6 Secondary structure evolution plot of four AFPs (configured according to isoform A) denoted I, II,
III, and IV at the membrane interface in cMD (left) simulations and GaMD (right) simulations. Yellow, pink,
blue, green, and white indicate -sheet, -helical, 3–10 helical, turn, and coil regions, respectively.
FIG 7 Interaction of AFP in conf1 (A) and conf2 (B) with fungal membrane. The protein and its N-terminal
-core are highlighted in yellow and orange, respectively. All lysine and arginine residues are depicted
as blue sticks, while GIPCs interacting with AFP are shown as colored in licorice representations. The
bilayer membrane is drawn as a white cloud. The dipole moments of AFP are depicted by the red arrows.
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motif strongly contributed to the membrane attachment by forming stable salt bridges
and hydrogen bonds with the negatively membrane components. Moreover, K9 and
K10 (located in the -core) and K39 of strand 4 exhibited additional interactions. The
other strands stayed mostly away from the bilayer; also, the C-terminal levomeric -core
motif did not participate in membrane interaction. Besides the strands, two turns, turn
2 (K22) and turn 3 (R35), contributed to the membrane attachment. Strong electrostatic
interactions between AFP and the membrane were also predicted in the GaMD
simulation as indicated by favorable interaction energy values of about -2,000 kcal/mol
(Table 3). The unfavorable interaction energy and large standard deviation observed for
AFP I reflect an unpropitious orientation and high flexibility of this molecule, which
were not predicted for the other AFP molecules. Other lysine residues, such as K27 and
K32, established short-living interactions with the membrane and led only to transient
reorientations, indicating energetically less favorable orientations such as were ob-
served for molecule I.
While GaMD simulations yielded a uniform orientation (conf1) of all four AFP
molecules on the membrane surface, only two AFP molecules (I and IV) adopted this
configuration in cMD simulations. The other two AFP molecules (II and III) behaved
differently at the bilayer interface and were trapped in another orientation (conf2)
(Fig. 7B). The conformational discrepancies between the individual AFP molecules in
cMD simulations are reflected by the minimum distances between membrane atoms
and selected AFP residues (Table 4). In agreement with the GaMD findings, AFP
molecules I and IV interact with the membrane via their -strands (-strands 1 and 2),
including K6, K15, and K17, which lie on average about 3 Å away from the membrane
oxygen atoms. In contrast, AFP II and AFP III molecules adopt the conformation conf2
where the three lysines basically do not interact with the membrane. Instead, the
interaction with the membrane is established through turn 3, including K31, K32, and
R35. In addition to these key residues, strand 4 (R35 and K39) and the -core (K9) also
contributed to surface attachment in both orientations.
TABLE 3 Average dipole moments of individual AFP molecules and average interaction





cMD GaMD cMD GaMD
I 148  24 169  25 1,414  132 1,057  271
II 133  27 207  32 1,143  134 1,617  235
III 198  20 221  28 816  220 1,901  167
IV 208  29 229  31 1,441  197 2,011  200
aAverages were computed over the last 100 ns in cMD and GaMD simulations at the membrane. Energies
were estimated with the NAMDEnergy plugin of VMD (52).
TABLE 4 Averaged distances (Å) between amino/guanidine nitrogen molecules of lysine and arginine residues of AFP molecules and
oxygen atoms on the membranea
Residue I II III IV
K6 2.97 0.28 (3.85  1.46) 10.41  2.51 (3.17 0.57) 3.64  0.88 (2.83  0.08) 3.04  0.46 (3.19  0.59)
K9 3.22 0.78 (3.10  0.56) 3.2  0.65 (4.14  1.13) 3.76  1.01 (3.59  0.94) 3.52  0.90 (3.89  1.30)
K10 5.09  1.69 (3.73  0.98) 3.53  0.93 (4.16  1.24) 4.48  1.90 (4.02  1.41) 5.29  2.36 (3.54  1.03)
K15 3.77  0.96 (5.06  1.92) 12.45  1.52 (2.99  0.37) 7.87  2.85 (3.20  0.44) 4.30  1.52 (3.31  0.73)
K17 3.13  0.40 (3.91  1.25) 17.82  2.66 (2.86  0.11) 7.09  2.44 (2.82  0.09) 3.16  0.65 (3.03  0.12)
K22 3.43  0.98 (6.00  2.73) 22.95  3.09 (3.17  0.63) 16.60  3.24 (4.50  1.23) 3.52  0.98 (3.37  0.83)
K27 13.73  1.78 (8.46  1.90) 3.30  0.72 (6.16  1.65) 13.86  2.31 (10.75 1.75) 14.59  1.93 (7.41  1.95)
K31 8.26  2.12 (10.23  3.54) 3.77  1.39 (10.95  2.79) 4.22  1.88 (10.19  2.07) 5.39  1.78 (12.08  2.62)
K32 9.09  2.57 (5.89  1.99) 3.12  0.45 (9.54  2.71) 4.03  1.69 (9.43  2.40) 8.55  2.54 (10.23  3.07)
R35 2.84  0.08 (3.30  0.54) 3.51  0.73 (3.44  0.73) 2.93  0.17 (2.93  0.22) 3.44  0.63 (3.13  0.44)
K39 2.97  0.35 (7.02  2.51) 4.92  2.11 (3.17  0.57) 2.89  0.09 (2.83  0.08) 3.04  0.43 (3.19  0.59)
K46 16.88  2.96 (22.51  2.94) 4.01  1.29 (20.47  1.45) 10.85  2.36 (19.11  2.36) 14.11  2.27 (20.01  2.05)
K48 19.29 1.22 (18.95  1.62) 3.76  0.91 (12.67  1.54) 13.68  1.86 (16.83  1.45) 15.84  1.03 (14.74  3.61)
aAverage values were computed over the last 100 ns of cMD simulations predicted by cMD and GaMD (in parenthesis).
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The two configurations can be characterized by the angle between the axis defined
by the C atoms of K22 and K39 of AFP and the membrane normal. While angles
between 70° and 100° are ascribed to conf1, conf2 is characterized by angles between
140° and 160°. These findings suggest that there are at least two stable orientations
which the AFP protein can adopt on the bilayer in cMD simulations. The optimal
orientation of AFP on the membrane can be analyzed through the potential of mean
force (PMF) profiles (Fig. 8). The reweighted profile of the GaMD simulation using the
cumulant expansion of the second-order approach (28) identified conf1 as energetically
favorable in comparison to conf2. Although data points were collected only every 0.2
ns and the system suffered a high noise level, the trend is clearly visible. The free-
energy profiles also show that the membrane interaction occurred much faster in the
GaMD simulations than in the cMD simulations since the densities of nonadsorbed AFP
are visible only in the cMD PMF profiles.
Despite the presence of four AFP units in the simulation cell, we never observed any
intermolecular interaction between AFP molecules. Thus, dimerization or oligomeriza-
tion of AFP molecules in solution in the presence of a lipid bilayer is unlikely. The lack
of any intermolecular AFP interactions can be rationalized as being the result of
electrostatic repulsion between the strongly positively charged proteins. This observa-
tion is in full agreement with the NMR data described above.
The dynamical behavior of lipids in membranes may be significantly altered
upon interaction with adsorbates, such as AFP molecules. In order to investigate
this issue, lateral diffusion coefficients of all lipids on upper and lower leaflets of
the fungal membrane model were estimated from the MD simulations (Table 5).
These values range from 7  108 cm2/s to 11  108 cm2/s and are in good
agreement with lateral diffusion coefficients predicted and measured for lipids in
the past (22, 29).
According to our simulations, the mobility of nearly all lipids of the upper leaflet of
the fungal membrane was drastically reduced upon AFP binding compared to that seen
with the “AFP-free” lower leaflet as reflected by the negative sign of the Dupper  Dlower
values. These findings are qualitatively reproduced by the two simulation techniques
and suggest that AFP alters local membrane fluidity.
FIG 8 Two-dimensional (2D) potential of mean force (PMF) in cMD (left) and GaMD (right) simulations. 2D potential of mean
force (PMF) describes the change of free energy as a function of the protein orientation defined by the  angle between the
membrane normal and a vector determined by the C atoms of K22 and K39 of AFP and the minimum distance to the
membrane. The PMF profiles of the individual AFP molecules (I to IV) and the combined profile (All) were computed from
400-ns cMD simulations and from 400-ns GaMD, simulations applying cumulant expansion of the second order. Energy scale
data are indicated in kilocalories per mole.
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In this study, we demonstrated that different isoforms of AFP due to cysteine
shuffling as previously reported (9) do not exist. The interpretation of NMR spectra from
1995 was probably a result of improper purification of the AFP sample, which was done
only by cation exchange chromatography and desalting. It is very likely that the authors
measured a mixture of both of the AFP variants (AFP1 and AFP2) which we have
identified in the current study. Also, all previous structural information was collected
from homonuclear spectra, which are less well resolved and show more overlapping
signals than spectra from heteronuclear experiments. On the basis of the reversed-
phase HPLC and NMR spectra of AFP1 and AFP2, we conclude that both variants have
only one cysteine conformation, which most likely corresponds to model A. The
remaining models (B, C, and X) are less probable due to the presence of larger overall
distortions during MD simulations. Although MD simulations in aqueous solution
showed a stable secondary structure of all disulfide bridge isomers, only model A was
structurally very close to the NMR structure determined in 1995 (9). Therefore, subse-
quent cMD and GaMD simulations at the membrane interface were performed only
with model A.
According to the simulations, unfolding of AFP upon membrane interaction, (sub-
sequent) membrane integration, and direct permeabilization of the fungal membrane
are unlikely events. Also, we consider the formation of membrane pores consisting of
multiple AFPs to be improbable, as the simulations do not suggest protein-protein
interactions due to strong electrostatic repulsions. Instead, both the cMD and GaMD
simulations clearly suggested that AFP builds a well-ordered carpet on the outer leaflet
of the lipid bilayer, in contrast to MD simulations of other peptides, for which insertion
is computationally predicted (30, 31).
Notably, AFP configured according to model A adopts a well-defined orientation in
its membrane-bound state in which the conserved N-terminal -core motif directly
faces the bilayer and the C-terminal -core motif points away from the membrane. This
orientation is induced by electrostatic attraction mediated by residues of the cationic
region (K9 and K10 but not K32), which is strongly enhanced at anionic membranes.
Furthermore, simulations in aqueous solution demonstrated that, independently of
the disulfide pairing and even after removal of the preserved disulfide bridge between
strands 2 and 3, the -core motif remained structurally very stable, in agreement
with calorimetric measurements (16). Interestingly, the C-terminal -core motif had no
impact on membrane adsorption, which might offer an explanation of why it is not
conserved in the other 50 members of the AFP family (8). Similarly, and in contrast to
recent expectations, residues of the hydrophobic region (Y29, V30, Y45, and Y50) were
also not found to be involved in AFP-membrane interactions. This suggests that the
hydrophobic patch might play a role at later stages of the AFP mechanism but not
during its initial attachment to the membrane.
The N terminus of AFP seems to be dispensable for the protein-membrane inter-
action since it does not participate in the interaction site. As AFP1 and AFP2 differ in
both their N termini (AFP2 lacks alanine at position 1) and their antifungal activities, it
is likely that the AFP moiety opposite the membrane interaction site plays a role in
TABLE 5 Lateral diffusion coefficients (D) of lipids of the upper and lower leaflet of the model fungal membrane calculated from cMD
and GaMD simulations (diffusion coefficients from GaMD are in parentheses)
Lipid Dupper (10-8 cm2/s) Dlower (10-8 cm2/s) Dupper – Dlower (10-8 cm2/s)
Acidic glycosphingolipids (GIPC) 7.9 (6.9) 8.6 (8.9) 0.7 (2.0)
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) 8.5 (8.9) 8.8 (11.1) 0.3 (2.2)
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanoamine (DPPE) 8.5 (8.3) 8.9 (7.7) 0.4 (0.6)
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) 8.5 (9.1) 9.7 (9.3) 1.2 (0.2)
Unsaturated dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DUPC) 8.2 (8.2) 9.6 (11.0) 1.4 (2.8)
Ergosterol (ERG) 8.3 (7.9) 9.1 (10.5) 0.8 (2.6)
Unsaturated phosphatidylethanoamine (SLPE) 8.9 (10.1) 9.1 (8.1) 0.2 (2.0)
Unsaturated phosphatidylglycerol (SLPG) 8.3 (7.6) 9.2 (11.2) 0.9 (3.6)
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antifungal activity. It is tempting to speculate that this moiety might interact with chitin
and/or chitin synthases bound to the membrane, a process which cannot be modeled
yet with all-atom MD simulations.
In particular, MD simulations predicted that AFP alters membrane fluidity. Since
membrane fluidity is crucial for the fungal defense against antifungal agents (32), any
inhibition thereof would amplify the growth-inhibitory effect of AFP.
In general, the data collected from the cMD and GaMD simulations showed mutual
corroboration. However, while the cMD simulations suggested at least two (stable)
orientations (conf1 and conf2) of AFP on the membrane, GaMD simulations predicted
conf1 as most likely. This discrepancy can be explained in terms of the thermodynamic
stability of these orientations. Although we do not have a direct proof for this
hypothesis, it seems reasonable that conf2 is energetically less favored as indicated by
the calculated PMF profiles. While the large energy barrier separating conf1 and conf2
in the cMD simulations could not be traversed within the nanosecond time scale,
application of a boost potential in the GaMD simulations smoothed the energy land-
scape, allowing transitions between the two states. Since the energy of conf1 is lower
than that of conf2, AFP prefers staying in conf1 and seldom adopts conf2. This means
that unbiased cMD simulations on the nanosecond time scale result in insufficient
sampling for describing equilibrium conditions of the AFP-membrane system. Never-
theless, both the cMD and GaMD simulations identified the -core motif as an “inter-
action hot spot” with the membrane, which, to the best of our knowledge, was
demonstrated here for the first time.
Conclusion. In this work, we validated the stability of the -barrel fold of AFP and
suggested that model A is the most probable and only naturally occurring isoform. This
was confirmed by NMR and MS analyses. Furthermore, we demonstrated that AFP
strongly interacts with an anionic fungal membrane model without penetrating into its
hydrophobic inner part. The -core strongly contributes to membrane binding without
significantly losing its structure. This seems not to be the case for the N terminus of AFP,
which is most likely involved in a latter step of fungicidal mechanism, as reflected by
the bioactivity assays of the AFP1 and AFP2 variants. Summarizing, we used cMD and
GaMD simulations, backed by experimental evidence, as an elegant way to identify
important features of AFP and the dynamics of its membrane interaction. The hypoth-
eses generated in this work can now be experimentally verified by targeted protein
modifications in future experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MD simulations in solution. All MD simulations of AFP in Clneutralized aqueous TIP3P solution
(27) were performed with the NAMD2.10 CUDA version (33) using the CHARMM27 (CHARMM22  CMAP)
force field (34). After energy minimization performed with the conjugated gradient algorithm, the
systems were heated to 300 K and thermally equilibrated for 20 ps. The subsequent 300-ns-long
production runs were performed under constant conditions with respect to the number of particles (N),
pressure (P), and temperature (T). This isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble at atmospheric conditions
(T  300 K and P  1 atm) was realized by the Langevin piston algorithm (35). Short-range electrostatics
and van der Waals interactions were truncated above 12 Å. Long-range electrostatic interactions in the
periodic system were calculated using the Particle Mesh Ewald summation (36). The time step of 2 fs was
enabled by the SHAKE algorithm (37), freezing all bonds containing hydrogen atoms. All simulations
were repeated three times. In total, 12 300-ns-long MD simulations were performed.
MD simulations at the membrane interface. Interaction of AFP configured according to model A
with the fungal membrane was simulated with two different techniques, namely, cMD and GaMD (19).
The bilayer membrane was built based on the available knowledge for fungal membrane compositions
with the CHARMM-GUI (38, 39) program using the CHARMM36 force field for lipids (40, 41) and
carbohydrates (42). Modifications used for acidic GIPCs were added with homemade patches.
The AFP-membrane model consisted of four AFP molecules on a 108-by-108-Å2 membrane, which
provides better statistics, as the dynamics of each molecule can be evaluated separately.
The 400-ns-long isothermal-isobaric cMD simulations with the Langevin piston method (35) were
preceded by energy minimization and thermal equilibration at 300 K. Bonds containing hydrogen atoms
were restrained by the SHAKE algorithm (37), allowing a time step of 2 fs. Van der Waals interactions were
cut at 12 Å, while coulomb interactions were calculated using the Particle Mesh Ewald summation (36).
Fluctuations in the cell size were allowed only in perpendicular orientation to the membrane plane,
keeping the membrane density unchanged during the simulation. cMD simulations were performed with
the CPU version of NAMD2.10.
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Accelerated MD simulations flatten the potential energy landscape to accelerate biomolecular
transitions between energy minima (20). In the GaMD variant, the applied boost potential follows a
Gaussian distribution which allows accurate reweighting for determining thermodynamic observables
(19). GaMD calculations were performed with the CUDA version of Amber14 (43) using the CHARMM36
force field as described above and an average acceleration of 204 kcal/mol. The standard routine of the
dual-boost acceleration was applied for flattening the total potential energy of the system and the
energy landscapes of all dihedrals. After energy minimization and thermal equilibration, the system was
subjected to a 400-ns-long production run in an isothermal-isobaric ensemble with fixed cell size along
the membrane plane and under periodic boundary conditions. This was realized by Langevin dynamics
(44) using a pressure relaxation time P  2.0 ps and a collision frequency   2.0 ps1. Electrostatic and
van der Waals interactions were truncated above 8.0 Å. Beyond this cutoff, electrostatic interactions were
treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald summation (36). A 2-fs time step was allowed by applying SHAKE
method (37) to bonds involving hydrogen.
Lateral diffusion coefficient of lipids. The lateral diffusion coefficients of all lipids were computed









where N represents the number of lipids and ri the coordinates of the center of mass of each lipid. Time
window t between two points at time zero and time t was set to 10 ns. During the last 300 ns, the time
window was shifted along the trajectory in 1-ns time steps to get averages for the lipid diffusion. The first
100 ns were skipped since the membranes were not equilibrated.
AFP production and purification. AFP was purified from batch cultures of A. giganteus strain
IfGB15/0902 cultivated in stirred tank bioreactors under controlled conditions (BioStat; Sartorius) (4-liter
working volume). After inoculation (106 spores/ml) of complete medium, consisting of minimal medium
(45) supplemented with 1% yeast extract and 0.5% Casamino Acids, cultivation was performed at 28°C
for 96 h. Secreted AFP was isolated from culture supernatants as well as from biomass. Biomass and
culture broth were separated by filtration. AFP isolation from biomass was achieved by incubating the
cell suspension in 10 mM Tris (pH 7)–1 mM EDTA–1.5 M NaCl for 2 h. AFP isolation from the culture broth
was performed via chitin chromatography using crab shell chitin (Fluka). After 2 h of incubation, chitin
was washed with 10 mM Tris (pH 7)–1 mM EDTA before AFP was eluted with 10 mM Tris (pH 7)–1 mM
EDTA–1.5 M NaCl. AFP extracted from both sources was applied to cation exchange chromatography,
after which the protein was eluted in single-peak purity. All fractions containing AFP were pooled, and
the solvent was exchanged to 0.01% trifluoric acid by dialysis. A final quality control of the AFP sample
purity was done by reverse-phase HPLC, corroborating more than 95% purity.
NMR and MS analysis. During reverse-phase HPLC, we could distinguish and separate two forms of
the AFP, denoted AFP1 and AFP2, which were analyzed and characterized by mass spectrometry (MS)
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Samples for NMR spectroscopy were prepared by dissolving
2.8 mg (AFP1) and 1.4 mg (AFP2) of protein, received by HPLC fraction collection, in 500 	l H2O with
0.01% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). The solution was transferred to a 5-mm sample tube, and a capillary filled
with D2O was added. NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K and 750 MHz (1H frequency) on Bruker AV-III
spectrometers using a cryogenically cooled 5-mm-long TCI-triple resonance probe equipped with
one-axis self-shielded gradients and using topspin 3.5pl7 (Bruker) as the acquisition software. One-
dimensional spectra and total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) (46, 47) and nuclear Overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY) (48) data were recorded using 2,048-by-256 complex data points, 16 scans for
AFP1, and 32 scans for AFP2. Water suppression was achieved using WaterGATE (49, 50). In addition, a
1H,15N-SOFAST-HMQC (45) was recorded using 512-by-256 complex data points and 1,536 and 6,144
scans for AFP1 and AFP2, respectively. Data were processed using topspin 3.5pl7, and data matrices were
4,096-by-2,048 real data points; a squared cosine shifted by 90° was used as window function.
Both AFP variants were also investigated by electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry. Mea-
surements were performed on an Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). The AFP proteins
were dissolved in 0.01% formic acid (1.5 	g/	l) and directly injected using a flow rate of 4 	l/min. Mass
spectra from m/z of 200 to 2,000 were acquired with a nominal resolution of 240,000 and an AGC target
value of 1e6. Scans were averaged and deconvoluted using the Xtract method of program deconvolution
3.0 software (Thermo Scientific).
AFP bioactivity assays. The growth-inhibitory effect of AFP on the test organism A. niger was
determined using an in-microtiter plate standard protocol as described before (51). In brief, 103 spores
of A. niger were used to inoculate 150 	l yeast extract-peptone medium in the absence or presence of
different AFP concentrations (1 to 4 	g/ml). The cultures were inoculated at 28°C for 28 h at 120 rpm.
Spore germination and growth were assessed by measuring the optical density at 600 nm of biological
replicates (quintuplicates).
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